ABSTRACT
The application of power gating circuits to semicustom design based on standard-cell elements is limited due to the requirement of customizing cells that are tailored for power gating or the requirement of customizing physical design methodologies for placement and power network. We propose a new power network architecture that enables use of conventional standard-cell elements. A few custom library elements are developed wherever needed, including output interface circuits and data retention storage elements. A novel method of current switch design is also described. The proposed methodology is applied to ISCAS benchmark circuits, and also to a commercial Viterbi decoder with 0.18µm CMOS technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Subthreshold leakage current grows exponentially with every process generation, due to the scaling down of the threshold voltage. Many circuit level approaches have been proposed including input vector control, power gating, dynamic voltage scaling, body biasing, and so on. Power gating uses a current switch to cut off a circuit from its power supply rails during standby mode, and has been widely used in the semiconductor industry to reduce subthreshold leakage.

Power gating is realized by placing a current switch, called a footer, in series with a logic block, as shown in Figure 1. A header, which is a PMOS switch placed between Vdd and logic block, can also be used. When the power management unit (PMU) detects a sufficiently long period of idle time, it turns off the footer to disconnect the logic block from the power rail Vss. When it subsequently detects that the logic block is required, the PMU turns on the footer again so that the logic block is reconnected to the power rails. The rail between the logic block and the footer, denoted by Vss, in Figure 1, serves as a virtual power rail for the logic block, which usually employs a low threshold voltage (Vt) to sustain its performance. The footer, however, can have either a low Vt or a high Vt. The use of a high Vt is called MTCMOS power gating [1].

For implementation of power gating circuits, there are many practical issues to be solved. During a transition from active to standby mode, the outputs are floating, which leads to a large short-circuit current in the blocks that are connected to the outputs, as well as logical errors in the outputs themselves. This can be alleviated by employing an interface circuit with the capability of preserving the logic during standby mode. Since storage elements lose their states in standby mode, alternative elements, which are capable of data retention, must be used. Sizing of current switch is critical in terms of performance, area, and leakage current [2]. These design issues specific to power gating, some of which call for tool support, make the application of power gating to semicustom designs difficult, especially to those based on standard-cell elements.

In addition to these issues, a physical design methodology needs to be tailored. A cell library specific to power gating needs to be designed to accommodate the requirement of additional power networks [1], [3]. The location of current switches and power-gating specific cells such as data retention storage elements is limited [4], which severely constrain the placement of logic cells. These problems are, in essence, due to the heterogeneous requirement on power networks. As an example, Figure 1 shows that footers need Vss and Vss, logic cells are powered by Vdd and Vss; data retention storage elements require all three power networks; output interface circuits need Vdd and Vss.

In this paper, we propose a new power network architecture, which enables use of conventional standard-cell elements without modification. A design method of current switch is proposed and the impact of its substrate biasing is studied. We address a layout methodology for current switch, which can trade-off area overhead with power network design. A design method of current switch is proposed in terms of substrate biasing and its placement. We propose a new output-holding circuit and compare to previous works. The proposed methodology is applied to ISCAS benchmark circuits, and also to a commercial Viterbi decoder with 0.18µm CMOS technology.

2. DESIGN OF POWER NETWORK AND CURRENT SWITCH

2.1 Power Network
Figure 1 shows that we need additional power networks for Vssv as well as conventional networks for Vdd and Vss. To meet this demand, we propose the new power network topology shown in Figure 2. These networks consist of three power rings and correspond-
2.2 Current Switch

2.2.1 Substrate Biasing of Logic and Switch Sizing

The seamless use of conventional standard cell elements implies that our power gating structure is free from body effect. This is because the unmodified standard cell elements have their sources and substrates tied together. As an example of Figure 2(a), the source of PMOS devices, say of an inverter, is connected to $V_{dd}$, where the n-well is also biased. Since the delay of CMOS circuits increases with body effect, our power gating circuits are in general faster. This in turn implies that we can use smaller current switch for the same performance target.

Figure 4 shows the simulation circuits to gain an understanding of the influence of body biasing of logic cells on the size of the header switch. The logic block consists of $M$ inverter chains with each one having $N$ inverters. In Figure 4(a), the substrate of all PMOS devices are biased to $V_{dd}$ (note that their sources are connected to $V_{ddv}$), while it is biased to $V_{ssv}$ in Figure 4(b), which represents our power gating structure. We vary $M$ and $N$ to change charging patterns of the circuits, while we keep the number of total inverters to 32.

When delay penalty is set to 10% with $M$ being equal to 1 (representing the case of the minimum charging current through the header switch), the size of the switch in Figure 4(b) is about 3.4% smaller than that of Figure 4(a). The difference gets smaller as $M$ is increased, with 1.3% difference when $M = 32$. The effect of substrate biasing of logic gates on the footer switch is significant. With the same delay penalty of 10%, the size of the footer switch with the substrate of NMOS of logic gates biased to $V_{ssv}$ is smaller than that with the substrate of NMOS biased to $V_{ss}$ in the range of 18% to 12%.

2.2.2 Substrate Biasing and Layout of Switch

While the substrate biasing of logic cells is implicit since we do not modify any standard cell layout, the substrate of current switch can be biased either to its drain or to its source. When the header switch shares n-well with logic gates, layout of circuit is compact. However, during sleep mode, the $V_{ddv}$ can get close to $V_{ss}$ resulting in p-n junction current in the header, which is a disadvantage in terms of sleep mode leakage. On the contrary, biasing the substrate of current switch to its source has an advantage in sleep mode leakage; the n-well of the header needs to be isolated from that of logic gates, which is an area overhead. Our experiment shows that the first header occupies 25% of the area of the second type of header, while its leakage current is by a factor of 6. We constrain our discussion to the second type of header in favor of leakage in the rest of the paper.

Current switches need to be physically distributed over the region where logic cells are also placed, such that the current requirements from the logic are satisfied. Thus, if we use current switches with their wells isolated, the area overhead can be significant. To cope with this problem, we build a current switch by combining two types of cells, which we call a slice and an isolator. A slice is a unit current switch, when slices are abutted together, they constitute a larger current switch. Isolators are placed at both ends of the slices so that there is guaranteed to be enough room between the switch and the logic cells for well isolation. Figure 5 shows a header constructed by abutting three slices with two isolators. The spaces inside isolators, denoted by A and B, guarantee the minimum spaces for n-well of the slices and n-wells of the logic cells, which are in different potentials. The space denoted by C provides well isolation between the slices and the logic cells placed on top of the slices with their orientation upside down.

Once the size (width) of a current switch has been determined [2] from given performance requirement, we know the number of slices that need to be placed. In terms of a simple tally of area, the best way to place slices is to abut them all together, since this requires...
Figure 5: Layout of a header switch with slices and isolators.

Figure 6: (a) Output-holding circuit and (b) data-retention flip-flop.

only two isolators. But, a single large current switch can block placement of the logic cells. Furthermore, the power network (i.e. $V_{dd}$ or $V_{sv}$) may experience a large IR drop if the logic cells are physically distant from the switch. On the other hand, if we distribute the slices to reduce IR drop and to avoid from placement blockage, the area overhead goes up since we need two isolators for each chunk of slices, which we call a slice block.

To understand the area overhead for different styles of header placement, we take one of ISCAS benchmark, c7552 which is a combinational circuit with 3874 gates. We determine the number of slices for different threshold voltages of headers with 0.18µm CMOS technology, while we vary delay penalty. As an example of a header switch with high $V_t$ and with 10% delay penalty, we need 117 slices. The area overhead ranges from 2% (one slice block, thus two isolators in total) to 7% (117 slice blocks with 234 isolators). If delay penalty is 5%, thus performance requirement is tighter, we need 213 slices and the area overhead becomes significant (3.6% to 12.5%).

3. POWER GATING SPECIFIC CELLS

When power gating circuits are in standby mode, outputs are floating which leads to large short circuit current in the blocks that are connected to the outputs. Thus, we need a special circuit, which we call output-holding circuit, for each output, such that the output is hold during sleep mode.

Figure 6(a) shows a circuit that can be used for power gating circuits with header switches\(^1\). During active operation (i.e. sleep is de-asserted), M1 is always on, while either M2 or M3 is on depending on the output. A rising input is propagated through M1 and M2, which behave as a transmission gate (note that M2 is initially on), thus the rising delay is small. A falling input is driven by M1 and M3, meaning that the delay is determined by the size ratio of M1 and M3. Since M1 is already of a minimum size, in order to make M3 weaker thereby reducing the falling delay, we increase the gate length of M3 with its gate of a minimum width.

During standby mode, suppose the input is initially high and then the logic gates that drive this input are power-gated (sleep is asserted), meaning that the input gradually goes to low. However, since both M1 and M2 are off, this change does not propagate to the output, while the output is hold high by the pull-up PMOS device M3. Thus, the output is hold high even when the logic gates are power-gated. The input of logic low is readily maintained since pull-down networks of logic gates are not affected by turned-off header switches. Our circuit has larger leakage when holding high, since M1, M2, and the PMOS of the inverter are off, as opposed to holding low, which has the leakage sources of M1, M3, and the NMOS of the inverter with M3 being less leaky.

We compare our output-holding circuit to leakage feedback gate \([5]\) and floating prevention circuit \([3]\). As shown in Table 1, leakage feedback gate has the largest leakage due to the use of low $V_t$ MOS devices, thus may not be appropriate for leakage-sensitive designs. However, it is most efficient in terms of area (we approximate the area by the sum of length $\times$ width of MOS transistors), again due to the use of low $V_t$. Comparing our circuit and floating prevention circuit, it is readily seen that the former has the edge over the latter in terms of area and leakage, with almost the same delay (measured with the load of four inverters).

Since all internal nodes float during standby mode, the data stored in storage elements such as flip-flops and latches are lost. The simplest approach to solve this problem is to isolate the storage elements from current switches, i.e. directly connecting them to $V_{dd}$ and ground. Since $V_{dd}$ or $V_{sv}$ can be accessed from the cells (see Figure 2), the layout of conventional storage elements, which connect to virtual rails if not modified, can be readily re-designed. However, the leakage current from storage elements can be significant in this case.

We instead re-design the conventional storage elements, such that data is retained while most of the internal logic is power-gated. Figure 6(b) shows our flip-flop with data retention capability \([6]\). The cross-coupled inverters with the transmission gate provide data retention, while the last of logic is power-gated (i.e. low $V_t$ inverters are connected to current switches), thus limiting the leakage current during standby mode. The signals of B1 and B2 should be provided by PMU \([6]\). The designed flip-flop can reduce leakage current by a factor of 300 and 50 when its state is low and high, respectively, at the cost of area increase of 68%. The delay increase is negligible. In a similar way, we also design a latch with data retention.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Design Flow

The Register Transfer Level (RTL) design goes through a traditional logic synthesis, which outputs a gate-level netlist. In order to determine the size of the current switch, we first apply random patterns to the inputs of the netlist and then simulate the netlist with a circuit simulator, which gives us average current. This combined with target delay penalty and turn-on resistance of a single current switch gives us the number of switches \([2]\), thus the number of slices that need to be placed together with the netlist. An output-holding circuit is inserted at each primary output, and all the storage elements in the netlist are replaced by flip-flops or latches with data retention capability presented in the previous section.

In the physical design stage, we first generate the conventional

Table 1: Comparison of output interface circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuits</th>
<th>Area ($\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>Delay (ps)</th>
<th>Leakage (pA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed circuit</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage feedback gate</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>10900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating prevention circuit</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)If we use a pull-down NMOS transistor instead of M3 and exchange M1 and M2, we have an output-holding circuit, which is used for power gating circuits with footer switches.
power/ground networks. Combined with the extra network for $V_{dd}$ or $V_{ss}$, we have our power networks as shown in Figure 2. In our experiment of power gating with header switches, we use M3 for $V_{dd}$ rails. We determine the number of slice blocks, which are then placed in a regular fashion and are fixed in their locations. After the placement of logic cells, we remove redundant $V_{dd}$ rails, which are not connected to any of headers, data retention storage elements, or output-holding circuits. The signal routing as well as the routing of sleep signal follows. The transistor-level netlist is extracted from the layout, and is simulated with SPICE to estimated leakage current.

4.2 Results

We perform the experiments on seven ISCAS benchmark circuits: four combinational and three sequential ones. The result with industrial 0.18μm CMOS technology is summarized in Table 2. From the second to the fourth column are shown the characteristics of the original circuits. The remaining columns show the result after power gating. We use header switches of high $V_t$ PMOS device in isolated n-well. Output-holding circuits and parts of data retention flip-flop (refer to Figure 6(b)) use high $V_t$ as well. We use metal layers up to M4 for routing and power network.

The area increase of the combinational circuits are due to header switches and output-holding circuits. The size of header switches are dependent on the delay penalty, which we set to the constant for all circuits. Thus, the area overhead is larger for the circuits with more outputs. Data retention storage elements are another component of area overhead for the sequential circuits. During standby mode, the leakage components are header switches, output-holding circuits, and data retention storage elements, with the first one being a minor component of the total leakage current. If the outputs are allowed to float, i.e. if we do not use output-holding circuits, the saving is even more substantial especially for combinational circuits. As an example of c7552, the leakage can be saved by a factor of 140,000.

The last column shows the increase of total wirelength. Since M3 layer is shared by $V_{dd}$ rails and signal routing, it is a main source of wirelength increase. Thus, the wirelength increase is determined by how many circuit rows are populated by output-holding circuits, data retention storage elements, or header switches, since any circuit rows with these elements need $V_{dd}$ rails in M3. As an example of c5315, 13 out of 34 circuit rows have $V_{dd}$ rails; 27 out of 30 circuit rows in case of s1423. Note that sequential circuits in general have higher wirelength increase, as they must.

4.3 Case Study: Viterbi Decoder

In order to validate the proposed power gating methodology, we use a Viterbi decoder as a test vehicle. The Viterbi decoder is a core module in a mobile-station baseband modem, whose standby power consumption is of critical importance. The decoder is designed in VHDL, follows the design flow outlined in the previous section with the physical design done in flat. The decoder works at a maximum data-rate of 500kb/s at100 MHz. The experimental result is shown in Table 2, and the final layout is shown in Figure 7. Note that the decoder is dominated by storage elements, although it does not have large number of outputs, which explains relatively large increase in area and wirelength.

5. CONCLUSION

The application of power gating circuits to semicustom design based on standard-cell elements is limited due to the requirement of developing standard cells that are tailored for power gating or the requirement of customizing physical design methodologies. We proposed a design method of power network, which enables use of conventional standard-cell elements without customization. The approach is free from body effect, and we studied the impact of this in terms of switch size. A method of current switch design was discussed focusing on the way the layout is constructed. A new output-holding circuit was proposed and shown to be superior to previous works. The proposed design methodology was applied to ISCAS benchmark circuits, and also to a Viterbi decoder with industrial 0.18μm CMOS technology.
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